South London Piano Moving

17a Electric Ln
Brixton, London SW9 8LA
England

Phone: 07786 477603

South London Piano Moving is based in the south of the city, but we operate throughout greater London. We can move all makes and models of pianos such as Kawai, Bluthner, Yamaha, and many more. If you are moving your piano from inside to the M25 to another part of the UK, we can also assist you with that. If you have to move to a smaller place and cannot afford to keep the piano we can dispose of it. Or if the piano is in bad condition and cannot be repaired we can also help you dispose of the instrument. We can move all upright and grand piano up and down the stairs. We can help you move them from one room to the other within your property or we can transport them safely, from one location to the next. We are fully insured for your peace of mind and ours. Our aim is to make sure we take the hassle from you so that you can enjoy your piano where ever you are. If you are having work done to your home, we can help you store the piano for any period of time for a small weekly fee. Get in touch today via email and let us know the following details so that we can offer you the correct quote.

Make and model of the piano: [please provide]
piano and what kind it is (upright, grand or baby grand) if there are stairs involved and if so how many flights if there steps or any narrow turning, low ceilings, small entrances or anything else we should be aware of if there any access issues Postcodes of collection address and delivery address

Disclosure and Barring Service: Yes